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Why Model Animal Movement?

Insight to animal behavior,
habitat preference, and human
impact on wildlife
Predict where animals will be or
not be in the future
Gives insight to how fast a
potential disease will spread

Mule deer with chronic
wasting disease

Ex: Mule deer and chronic
wasting disease
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Agent-Based Modeling
Method of simulating the
actions of a group or individual
agents
Goal: analyze the effects of the
group or individual on the given
system

Deer have some sort of
intention when relocating
(usually)
in search of food and water
looking for shelter
retreat from potential
predators

Agent: individual mule deer and
how it moves about different
landscapes
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Which Agent-Based Model Is Appropriate?

Simple Random Walk
Individual Agent
Distribution of multiple agents

Correlated Random Walk
Individual Agent
Distribution of multiple agents
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Simple Random Walk
Classically used to model animal movement
Equal probability of moving North, South, East, or West
Can be mathematically modeled using the heat equation
Pt = DPxx
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Simple Random Walk

Frequency of end locations after 50,000 simulations
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Correlated Random Walk
More realistic model of animal movement
Higher probability of continuing to move in the same direction as the
step before
Can be mathematically modeled using the Ecological Telegrapher’s
Equation


Ptt + 2λPt − ∇2 D 2 P = 0
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Correlated Random Walk

Frequency of end locations after 50,000 simulations
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Comparison of Simple and Correlated Random Walk

Distribution of distance away from the starting location
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Conclusion

There is a difference between the two models
Distribution of multiple agents in simple random walk model is
normally distributed
Spacial spread of agents in correlated random walk is far greater
Basic frame work of movement in correlated random walk is a more
realistic model for animal movement
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Future Work

Compare simulation data with telemetry data of mule deer in
southern Utah
See how varying landscapes play a role in predicting animal movement
Run outbreak simulation of chronic wasting disease in Utah
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Questions?

There is a difference between the two models
Distribution of multiple agents in simple random walk model is
normally distributed
Spacial spread of agents in correlated random walk is far greater
Basic frame work of movement in correlated random walk is a more
realistic model for animal movement
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